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The temple gardens are an important human landscape and have an important
position in the Chinese garden system. Using GIS analysis tools, primarily the
Nearest Neighbor Index, Kernel Density Estimation, and Spatial Autocorrelation,
and employing a Geographic Detector model, we analyzed the spatial distribution
characteristics and influencing factors of 4,317 temples and gardens in Jiangxi
Province. Research shows that: 1) The spatial distribution type of temple gardens in
Jiangxi Province is agglomeration type, with large spatial differences in
distribution, forming a spatial distribution pattern of “generally dispersed and
concentrated in some areas”; 2) the distribution of temple gardens in Jiangxi
Province is uneven. They are mostly distributed in five prefecture-level cities:
Ganzhou, Jiujiang, Shangrao, Fuzhou, and Nanchang; 3) The overall spatial
distribution of temple gardens in Jiangxi Province has positive autocorrelation
characteristics, and prefecture-level cities have significant proximity
characteristics, forming a “high-high” “agglomeration” and “low-low
agglomeration” distribution patterns; 4) Temple gardens in various regions are
affected by geomorphological factors, and are mostly concentrated in the lower
altitude range of 0–500m and the gentle slope of 0°–30°. Most of the distribution
density of temple gardens in various prefecture-level cities is within the buffer
zone distance of the road network within the range of 0–1.5 km. 5) Economic,
cultural, demographic, and historical factors have affected the development of
temple gardens. Areas with more active economies have a denser number of
temple gardens. The unique regional culture affects the distribution of temples
and gardens in different regions. In places where themodern population is densely
distributed, there are fewer temples and gardens, while in places where the
population is less densely distributed, there are more temples and gardens. 6)
The use of geographical detectors to detect influencing factors shows that the
greatest impact on the spatial distribution of temple gardens in Jiangxi Province is
the road network, followed by elevation, slope, GDP, and water systems. The
research is conducive to scientific understanding of the distribution of temple
gardens among prefecture-level cities in Jiangxi Province, and provides reference
for strengthening the protection of temple gardens and exploring the tourism
characteristics of temple gardens.
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1 Introduction

Monastic gardens refer to the gardens attached to Buddhist
temples and Taoist temples, including the internal courtyards and
the natural environment of the outer lots (Yu et al., 2023). It is one of
the three basic types of Chinese gardens. As one of the three basic
types of Chinese gardens, it has witnessed the change of dynasties,
recorded the rise and fall of relgious culture, hs a long history and a
deep cultural foundation, and is a storehouse of China’s artistic
treasures (Campo, 2022). Jiangxi Province is an area rich in temple
and garden landscapes and serves as one of the birthplaces of both
Daoism and Buddhism in China. It boasts a profound religious
history and a deep cultural heritage.

In recent years, some articles have focused on studying specific
types of temple and garden landscapes, such as research on Daoist
temples in Jiangxi province and the study of Buddhist cave
sculptures in the Jiangxi region (Wang, 2012). However, there is
a lack of a comprehensive perspective that combines both provincial
and municipal levels in Jiangxi, conducting qualitative and
quantitative research on the spatial analysis of temple and garden
landscapes from the aspects of natural topography and
socioeconomic factors. Additionally, there has not been much
exploration from a regional historical and cultural perspective to
unearth the tourism value of temple and garden landscapes in
various prefectural cities. By utilizing a geographic approach that
investigates the temporal and spatial aspects, this research aims to
understand the spatial distribution patterns and influencing factors
of temple and garden landscapes in Jiangxi Province. This approach
will provide valuable insights into the distribution and spatial
variations of these landscapes among different prefectural cities
in Jiangxi. It holds significant practical importance for the historical
and cultural preservation of temple and garden landscapes in
Jiangxi, as well as the development of the tourism industry.

At present, GIS technology is widely used in the field of
gardening as a new computer data system that focuses on the
spatial relationship of research objects. Pan et al. (2023) Based on
the existing land use spatial planning inWujiang, we have developed
a GIS model that provides information for the construction of the
urban ecological network. Furthermore, we have proposed macro
and micro-level construction management strategies and
conservation guidance recommendations; Zhang et al. (2023) The
spatial distribution and formation mechanisms of different types of
toponymic cultural landscapes in Tianjin were revealed by using GIS
spatial analysis and geographic probes; Yin et al. (2021) The spatial
distribution of suitable construction land area, development and
utilization potential and spatial distribution characteristics of each
township in Miyun District were measured using a step-by-step
calculation method, and this was used as the basis for delineating
suitable and concentrated construction space, and the spatial pattern
of suitable construction land and the “intensity-potential”
classification of townships were used as the basis for delineating
concentrated construction space as an important place for future
urban development in Miyun District. Xu et al. (2023). In this study,
we used GIS technology to construct a comprehensive resistance
surface and combined with circuit theory to simulate ecological
processes in a heterogeneous landscape by calculating “resistance”
or “current”, identifying important ecological corridors, ecological
pinch points and ecological barriers, and exploring the habitat

fragmentation trend of Chongming Dongtan in the Yangtze
River Estuary. Asl and Azadgar (2022) The application of GIS
provides a new perspective for studying spatial distribution patterns.

Jiangxi Province is characterized by hilly and mountainous
terrain, consisting of 11 prefectural-level cities with diverse
regional cultures and abundant religious resources (Dean, 2003).
This research focuses on temple and garden landscapes in Jiangxi,
using each prefectural city as a research unit. It employs GIS spatial
analysis tools, such as proximity indices, density estimation, and
spatial autocorrelation, to study the geographical spatial distribution
patterns of 4,317 temple and garden landscapes in Jiangxi province.
From a geographical perspective, this research aims to analyze the
mechanisms behind the formation of temple and garden landscapes
in Jiangxi Province, taking into account factors like natural
environment, socioeconomic factors, and regional culture. The
findings will serve as a practical reference for strengthening the
preservation of these landscapes, understanding the continuity of
their cultural heritage, and exploring unique tourism features
associated with temple and garden landscapes.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Source and processing of data

In this paper, the data source of Jiangxi temple gardens from the
State Administration of Religious Affairs website (https://www.sara.
gov.cn/), using Excel tables for sample information statistics of
Buddhist and Taoist temple gardens in Jiangxi, we got a total of
4,317 temple gardens in Jiangxi, including 3,269 Buddhist gardens

FIGURE 1
Distribution of monasteries and gardens in Jiangxi Province.
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and 1,048 Taoist gardens, and then using Baidu map to pick up the
coordinate system to get to the geographical coordinates of the
temples, and then with the help of GIS to SHP format vector data
(see Supplementary File S1), to get the spatial distribution map of
Jiangxi temples and gardens, as shown in Figure 1. Jiangxi social and
economic data were obtained from the Jiangxi Bureau of Statistics
and the Jiangxi Statistical Yearbook 2022; the road network and river
datasets of the study area were obtained from the Resource and
Environment Science Data Centre of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences (https://www.resdc.cn/), and 30 m resolution DEM data
and municipal administrative vector maps of Jiangxi Province were
obtained from the Geospatial Data Cloud website (https://www.
gscloud.cn/).

2.2 Research methodology

2.2.1 Nearest neighbour index
Nearest proximity is an indicator describing the proximity of

point-like elements to each other in geographic space (Yuan et al.,
2023). In the case of monasteries and gardens, they can be abstracted
as point-like elements of three types: discrete, random and clustered
(Zharikov et al., 2005). The closest proximity index can be used to
analyse their spatial distribution. The closest proximity index can be

used to analyse the type of spatial distribution and is calculated using
the following formula.

YE � 1

2
����
m/A√ � 1

2
��
D

√ , R � Yi

YE

� 2
��
D

√
(1)

Where Yi is the actual closest proximity distance of monastery
gardens, YE is the theoretical nearest neighbor distance of the
monastery and garden, m is the number of monastery and
garden in Jiangxi Province, A is the area of the study area, and D
is the point density of the monastery and garden. When R = 1, the
Yi = YE indicates that the elements of the temple and garden are
randomly distributed, and when R > Yi > YE is a uniform or discrete
distribution; when R < Yi < YE is an agglomerative distribution.

2.2.2 Geographical concentration index
There are scattered and clustered monastic gardens, and the

geographical concentration index can be used (Van Beers and
Graedel, 2007). The degree of concentration in the spatial
analysis of monastery gardens is studied with the following formula

G� 100

�������∑n
i�1

xi

t
( )2

√
(2)

FIGURE 2
Jiangxi Province Temple and Garden Distribution Average Nearest Neighbour Statement (Z score:-60.764331, Then the probability of randomly
generating this clustering pattern is less than 1%).
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Where: G is the actual concentration index of monasteries and
gardens in Jiangxi Province, the number of monasteries and gardens
in the ith city of Jiangxi Province is expressed by xi G is between
0 and 100, if the value of G is closer to 100, the more concentrated
the distribution of monasteries and gardens is, and the value of G is
closer to 0, the more dispersed.

2.2.3 Imbalance index
The imbalance index reflects the degree of equilibrium in the

distribution of the study population within the different regions
(Kuang et al., 2023) and is calculated as follows.

S �
∑n
i�1
Yi−50 n+1( )

100n−50 n+1( ) (3)

Where S denotes the imbalance index of monastic gardens,
taking a value range of 0–1; n is the total number of urban areas
representing Jiangxi Province; the cumulative percentage of
monastic gardens in each urban area of Jiangxi Province ranked
in order from largest to smallest in the province is Yi.

2.2.4 Nuclear density analysis
Kernel density analysis is a non-parametric estimation method

commonly used in spatial analysis for point patterns (Zhu, 2014).
It is a visual representation of the distribution of point elements in
the temple and garden places in Jiangxi Province, and can
calculate the density of point elements around each output
raster, which can visually reflect the degree of concentration
and dispersion of the temple and garden, and the calculation
formula is as follows.

f x( ) � n

nh
∑n
i�1
k

x − xi

h
( ) (4)

where. xi denotes the location coordinates of the ith (i = 1, 2, . . . . . .,
n) monastery garden, n denotes the number of monastery gardens, k
is the kernel function and h denotes the search radius.

2.2.5 Spatial autocorrelation
Spatial autocorrelation analysis is a measure of the degree of

aggregation of attribute values of spatial units (Chen, 2013). The
global Moran’s I index and the local Getis-Ord Gi * index (also
known as “hotspot” analysis) can be used to measure the overall
spatial correlation and the distribution of cold hotspots in the
monasteries and gardens of Jiangxi Province, calculated as
follows.

Moran′s I �
∑n
i�1

∑n
j ≠ i

iyw xi−x( ) xj−x( )

S2∑n
i�1

∑n
j ≠ i

wiy

(5)

Getis − Ord Gi*: I � xi − x( )
S2

∑
j

wiy xj − �x( ) (6)

Where: n is the number of points, xi, xj are the observed values of
i and j at spatial locations, wij denotes the proximity of spatial
locations i and j; I = 0, no correlation of points in space, I > 0,
positive correlation of points in space, I < 0, negative correlation of
points in space.

2.2.6 Geographic detector
Wang Jinfeng’s proposed Geographic Detector (Wang et al.,

2010) is an effective statistical method that can be used to study
spatial variations and uncover the underlying driving factors.
Geographic Detector comprises interactive, ecological, single-
factor, and risk detectors. Among these, the single-factor detector
is capable of assessing whether a specific independent variable, X,
can effectively explain and describe the spatial variations of attribute
Y. Its values range from [0, 1], with higher values indicating a
stronger explanatory power of the independent variable, and vice
versa. This study utilizes the single-factor detector to investigate the
driving forces of a particular factor in the spatial distribution of
temple and garden landscapes in Jiangxi Province.

q� 1− ∑L
h�1

NhQ
2
h

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠/NQ2 (7)

Among these, q represents the detection value of the impact
factors on the temple and garden landscapes in Jiangxi Province; Nh

represents the number of elemental components included in the
detection; N represents the number of regional units in Jiangxi
Province; and Q2

h and Q2 respectively denote the variances of the
detected elemental layer and the Y values (temple and garden
landscape density values) for each prefectural unit. The range of q
is [0, 1], with larger values indicating a greater spatial influence of the
factor, and conversely, smaller values indicating a lesser influence.

3 Spatial distribution characteristics of
Jiangxi monastery gardens

3.1 Spatial distribution patterns

According to the theoretical nearest neighbor distance formula,
using the spatial analysismodule inGIS to calculate the nearest neighbor
point index of Jiangxi temple and garden, combined with the counted
number of 4 317 temple and garden in Jiangxi Province, as shown in
Figure 2, we get YE The theoretical nearest neighbour distance is
3,882.871 3 m. Yi The actual nearest neighbour distance is 1 995.501
9 m, the Z score is −60.764 3, and R is 0.513 9 < 1. The probability of
randomly generating this clustering pattern is less than 1%, indicating
that Jiangxi’s temple gardens as a whole exhibit clustering-type
geospatial distribution characteristics. The results of further
calculations of nearest-neighbour distances for temple gardens in
11 prefecture-level cities in Jiangxi show (Table 1) that 10 of them
present a distribution type of agglomeration, with only Xinyu, which has
a small number of temples in the central region ofGan, having a nearest-
neighbour index greater than 1. The degree of agglomeration of temple
gardens is weak, reflecting the characteristic that the overall spatial
distribution of temple gardens in Jiangxi is not obviously discrete.

3.2 Concentration of spatial distribution

The geographical concentration index can be calculated to
analyse the degree of concentration in the spatial distribution of
monastic gardens in Jiangxi Province. The distribution of temple
gardens in Jiangxi Province in the 11 prefecture-level cities is shown
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in Table 2. According to the formula calculated in Excel, the total
number of temple gardens in Jiangxi Province t is 4,317, where n is
the total number of urban areas in Jiangxi Province is 11, resulting in
a geographic concentration index G = 40.56 for the spatial
distribution of temple gardens in Jiangxi Province, assuming that
temple gardens are evenly distributed within each prefecture-level
city, G0 = 30.15. The geographic concentration index G >
G0 indicates that from a municipal perspective, the spatial
distribution of temple and garden landscapes in Jiangxi Province
is relatively concentrated, primarily located in Ganzhou, Jiujiang,
Shangrao, and Pingxiang cities. However, the spatial distribution in
Yingtuan, Xinyu, and Jingdezhen cities is not as concentrated.

3.3 Uniformity of spatial distribution

The imbalance index can analyze the uniformity of the
distribution of temple and garden landscapes in different

prefecture-level cities within Jiangxi province. After performing
calculations in an Excel spreadsheet, an imbalance index of S =
0.5044 is obtained. As shown in Figure 3, the Lorenz curve reveals a
significant difference in the spatial distribution of temple and garden
landscapes in Jiangxi province. The curve has a steeper rise,
indicating a notable imbalance in the distribution of temple and
garden landscapes in the province. Specifically, the combined total of
temple and garden landscapes in three cities, namely Ganzhou,
Jiujiang, and Shangrao, accounts for 59.69% of the total, while
Xinyu, Yingtan, and Jingdezhen have fewer temple and garden
landscapes.

3.4 Spatial distribution density

Using the ‘kernel density estimation’ function in the GIS spatial
analysis tool, the 4,317 monasteries and gardens in Jiangxi Province
were calculated andmapped (Figure 4). From Figure 4, it can be seen

TABLE 1 Spatial Statistics and Nearest Neighbour Index for Monasteries and Gardens by City in Jiangxi Province.

Prefectures No. of monasteries/pc Nearest neighbour index Type of distribution

Nanchang 331 0.624 Clustering

Ganzhou 1 324 0.535 4 Clustering

Jiujiang 658 0.561 8 Clustering

Jingdezhen 110 0.00 67 Clustering

Pingxiang 418 0.546 3 Clustering

Yingtan 72 0.753 9 Clustering

Yichun 169 0.710 8 Clustering

Xinyu 17 1.044 3 Discrete

Jian 339 0.645 6 Clustering

Fuzhou 284 0.643 0 Clustering

Shangrao 595 0.562 3 Clustering

TABLE 2 Municipal distribution of temple gardens in Jiangxi Province.

Prefectures No. of monasteries/pc Percentage of monastic gardens (%)

Nanchang 331 7.67

Ganzhou 1 324 30.67

Jiujiang 658 15.24

Jingdezhen 110 2.55

Pingxiang 418 9.68

Yingtan 72 1.67

Yichun 169 3.91

Xinyu 17 0.39

Jian 339 7.85

Fuzhou 284 6.58

Shangrao 595 13.78
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that the municipal distribution pattern of Jiangxi’s monasteries and
gardens is consistent with the distribution pattern of kernel density,
mainly forming a dense block distribution area with a high degree of
continuity in Nanchang, Ganzhou, Jiujiang, Pingxiang and
Shangrao, while Yichun, Yingtan, Fuzhou, Jingdezhen, Xinyu and
Ji’an are less distributed and do not form a large aggregation area.

3.5 Spatial autocorrelation analysis

The spatial kernel density analysis shows that there is an overall
clustering feature in the spatial distribution of Jiangxi’s monastery
gardens, but it is difficult to verify whether there is correlation in the
spatial distribution of Jiangxi’s monastery gardens. Therefore, a
spatial autocorrelation analysis was conducted to investigate the
correlation and the distribution of cold hotspots in the overall spatial
distribution of monastery gardens in Jiangxi Province. According to
the results shown in Figure 5, the overall Moran’s I for the spatial
distribution of Jiangxi Province temple and garden is 0.020 1, the
z-value is 0.720 4 and the p-value is 0.471 2, which passed the
significance test, this sentence indicates that the spatial distribution
of temples and gardens in Jiangxi Province exhibits a positive
autocorrelation feature, and the spatial distribution of temples
and gardens demonstrates significant proximity characteristics.

The analysis of local spatial autocorrelation of monastery
gardens can reflect the distribution pattern of monastery gardens
among prefecture-level cities. Using the Getis-Ord Gi* tool in GIS,
the spatial distribution of monastery gardens in Jiangxi Province was
rendered. As shown in Figure 6, the spatial distribution of
monasteries and gardens in Jiangxi Province is mainly
characterised by “high-high clustering” and “low-low clustering”,
with “high-high clustering” reflecting the central High-
agglomeration’ reflects the high number of monasteries and
gardens in both the central city and the neighbouring cities,
represented by Ganzhou City; ‘Low-low-agglomeration’ indicates
that the number of monasteries and gardens in both the central city
and the neighbouring cities is low, forming a cold spot This is
represented by the city of Nanchang. Therefore, the spatial
distribution of monastery gardens in Jiangxi Province is
characterised by significant positive spatial autocorrelation.

4 Factors influencing the spatial
distribution of monastic gardens in
Jiangxi

4.1 Geomorphological factors

4.1.1 Elevation factors
Elevation is an important factor affecting the distribution of

monastic gardens. The topography of Jiangxi Province is
predominantly hilly and mountainous, with the overall terrain
being high in the south and low in the north (Yu et al., 2019).
According to the topographic characteristics of Jiangxi Province to
reclassify the Jiangxi elevation, through the statistical summary to
obtain Table 3. The results show that the number of monasteries and
gardens in each prefecture decreases as the altitude increases, and the
number of monasteries and gardens at different altitudes in different
prefectures varies greatly.Most of themonasteries and gardens in each
city are located in the 0–200 m plain range, with Nanchang and
Ganzhou representing the largest number of monasteries and gardens
in this range. In the range of 200–500 m, the number of monastery
gardens in Ganzhou City is higher than that of other prefecture-level
cities, due to the large geographical area of Ganzhou City and the fact
that there are more mountains and hills. In the altitude range above
500 m, the number ofmonasteries and gardens is generally lower in all
prefecture-level cities, as higher altitudes are associated with a higher
risk of natural disasters and are not conducive to religious activities.

Overall (Figure 7), the number of monasteries and gardens is
generally distributed in the plains and hills, due to the relatively low

FIGURE 3
Spatial distribution of Lorenz curves in monastic gardens Jiangxi
Province

FIGURE 4
Analysis of the overall nuclear density of monastic gardens in
Jiangxi Province.
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and gentle altitude of the terrain, which makes access to water more
convenient and facilitates the movement of the faithful and their
livelihoods.

4.1.2 Slope factors
Slope is an important indicator of the undulation of the macro

terrain (Kravchenko et al., 2000). In Jiangxi Province, there are
numerous hills and basins, characterized by significant
topographical variations. The slope gradient plays a crucial role
in the distribution of temples and gardens. Using GIS, the slope data
of Jiangxi was reclassified, and it was subsequently combined with
data on temples and gardens in various prefecture-level cities to
compile Table 4. From the table, it can be observed that temples and
gardens are primarily located in areas with relatively flat terrain.
Generally, the number of temples and gardens decreases as the slope
gradient increases. Within the slope range of 0–10°, both Ganzhou
and Nanchang have a higher concentration of temples and gardens,
while Jingdezhen, Yingtan, and Xinyu have fewer in number.

Overall (Figure 8), the distribution of gardens in Jiangxi’s
prefecture-level cities is mainly within the 0°–30° slope range, with
the number of monastery gardens in this range accounting for 99.07%
of the overall number of monastery gardens, and the number of
monastery gardens in the slope range greater than 40° is small in each

prefecture-level city. It can be seen that steep slopes have a limiting
effect on the location of monasteries and gardens, with steep slopes
being detrimental to the construction of monasteries and gardens and
the travel of worshippers, while gentler slopes can reduce the labour
costs of building monasteries and gardens.

4.1.3 River systems
The river system is an important condition affecting the

distribution of temple gardens. Jiangxi is rich in water resources,
with Poyang Lake, the largest freshwater lake in China, and joins the
Ganjiang, Xiushui, Rao, Xin and Fu rivers in the north to join the
Yangtze River (Qiu et al., 2021) It is also joined by the Ganjiang,
Xiushui, Rao, Xin and Fu rivers in the north to join the Yangtze. The
buffer zone analysis of the main water systems in Jiangxi is carried out
in GIS, and the ring values are set to 5, 10, 15 and 20 km, as shown in
Figure 9. The buffer zones of the rivers were calculated and analyzed
by overlaying them with the temple gardens of each prefecture-level
city, which were collated in Excel to obtain Table 5. In the distribution
of temple gardens in the buffer zones of each city, it can be seen that
the distribution of temple gardens in Ganzhou City and Jiujiang City,
where the river network is dense, is relatively balanced at different
buffer zone distances, and the distribution of the number of temple
gardens is relatively concentrated.

FIGURE 5
Global spatial autocorrelation analysis of monastic gardens in Jiangxi Province(Z score:-0.720453, The difference between this model and the
random model dose not appear to be significant).
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In general, most of the monastery gardens are located along both
sides of the river respectively, with 37.46% of the monastery gardens
located within 5 km and 22.03%within 5–10 km. Only 13.39% of the
monasteries and gardens are located outside the 20 km range. This
shows that the distribution of monasteries and gardens is closely
related to the pattern of the water network. This is because water not
only meets the needs of the inhabitants, but is also an important link
for cultural exchange (Wang et al., 2010). The rivers have
contributed to the diversification of Jiangxi’s monastic gardens.

4.2 Social factors

4.2.1 Traffic factors
Road traffic is an important factor in economic development

(Wang et al., 2023) that affects the distribution of monastery
gardens. The road network data of Jiangxi province was
imported into GIS, and the road network was subjected to buffer
zone analysis, with ring values set at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 km, as
shown in Figure 10. The buffer zones of the road network were

FIGURE 6
Analysis of the local spatial autocorrelation of monastic gardens
in Jiangxi Province.

TABLE 3 Relationship between elevation and number of monastery gardens in Jiangxi Province by prefecture.

Prefecture level city 0–200/m 200–500/m 500–1000/m 1000–1500/m >1,500/m

Ganzhou 507 777 39 1 0

Jiujiang 598 42 14 4 0

Shangrao 470 103 18 4 0

Pingxiang 334 76 6 1 1

Jian 241 80 15 3 0

Nanchang 327 4 0 0 0

Fuzhou 208 71 5 0 0

Yichun 115 45 7 2 0

Jingdezhen 100 8 2 0 0

Yingtan 68 4 0 0 0

Xinyu 15 2 0 0 0

FIGURE 7
Elevation analysis of temple gardens in Jiangxi Province.
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derived after calculation, and were overlaid with the temple gardens
of each prefecture-level city for analysis, and were collated in Excel
to obtain Table 6. From the table, it can be seen that the number of
temple gardens in the buffer zones of Ganzhou and Jiujiang cities at
0.5 km, 1 km, and the number of temple gardens in road buffers
greater than 3 km are relatively concentrated in distribution, which,
combined with Figure 7, is due to the relatively complex topography
of the two prefecture-level cities, with a large proportion of

mountains and hills, which affects the distribution of traffic and
temple gardens.

In general, the density of the distribution of monastery gardens in
each prefecture is mostly within the buffer zone of 0–1.5 km, and the
number of monastery gardens in this range accounts for 67.45% of the
total number ofmonastery gardens in each prefecture, and as the buffer
zone distance increases, the overall number of monastery gardens in
Jiangxi shows a decreasing trend. In summary, transport is an
important factor in the distribution of monasteries and gardens at

TABLE 4 The relationship between slope and number of monasticgardens in Jiangxi Province at prefecture level.

Prefecture level city 0–10/° 10–20/° 20–30/° 30–40/° >40/°

Ganzhou 957 289 73 5 0

Jiujiang 546 73 35 4 0

Shangrao 420 118 41 16 0

Pingxiang 308 85 22 3 0

Jian 255 63 19 1 1

Nanchang 315 12 3 1 0

Fuzhou 200 60 23 1 0

Yichun 121 34 8 5 1

Jingdezhen 76 24 8 2 0

Yingtan 61 8 3 0 0

Xinyu 14 1 2 0 0

FIGURE 8
Slope analysis of monastery gardens in Jiangxi Province.

FIGURE 9
Analysis of river buffers in temple gardens in Jiangxi Province.
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the prefecture level. The convenience of transport helps the faithful to
carry out their activities, facilitates their travel to and from the temple,
and also facilitates the construction of temple gardens.

4.2.2 Economy factors
The development of monastery gardens cannot be separated

from economic factors (Gustavsson and Morrissey, 2019); the faster

the economic development, the more money and labour the local
government invested in the construction of monastery gardens, and
the number of monastery gardens was bound to increase. Due to the
difficulties in obtaining data on the level of economic development
of the ancient prefecture-level cities in Jiangxi and the statistics on
the temple gardens in the relevant historical period, the relevant data
for 2022 is used as a reference.

According to the 2022 Statistical Bulletin on National Economic
and Social Development of Jiangxi Province, published by Jiangxi
Province in 2022, the collated results are shown in Table 7, in
which Nanchang City, Ganzhou City and Jiujiang City have the
highest GDP value in the province, and the three prefecture-level
cities also have more monasteries and gardens, with the total
number of monasteries and gardens accounting for 49.16% of the
monasteries and gardens in Jiangxi Province. This shows that there is a
strong correlation between regional economic development and the
development of monasteries and gardens. The better the regional
economic development, the more importance the government
attaches to the conservation of landscape and garden heritage and
the more money it invests, which is conducive to the development of
monasteries and gardens. At the same time, the increase in population
brought about by the economic development of a region inevitably leads
to an increase in the number of religious followers, which further
contributes to the development of monastic gardens.

4.2.3 Regional cultural factor
Regional culture refers to the distinct cultural characteristics that

develop in different geographical regions due to variations in natural
and human environments (Xie et al., 2022). Jiangxi Province, with its
diverse topography and rich cultural heritage, has given rise to a
wide array of regional cultures. Some of the prominent regional
cultures in Jiangxi include Gan culture, Luling culture, Linchuan
culture, Hui culture, Xunyang culture, Yuzhang culture, and
Yuanzhou culture. When examining the spatial distribution of
temple and garden landscapes in Jiangxi Province, it is evident
that these landscapes are primarily concentrated in regions

TABLE 5 The relationship between river buffers and the number of monastery gardens in Jiangxi Province by prefecture.

Jiangxi province prefectural cities Distance to buffer zone/km

0–5 5–10 10–15 15–20 >20

Ganzhou 523 346 241 99 115

Jiujiang 161 107 113 75 202

Shangrao 271 133 101 71 19

Pingxiang 88 52 71 62 145

Jian 156 70 54 23 36

Nanchang 124 100 89 9 9

Fuzhou 121 61 44 25 33

Yichun 64 34 43 17 11

Jingdezhen 56 26 12 8 8

Yingtan 52 15 3 2 0

Xinyu 1 7 5 4 0

FIGURE 10
Analysis of the buffer zone of the road network of the temple
gardens in Jiangxi Province.
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influenced by Gan culture, Hui culture, Xunyang culture, and
Yuzhang culture as shown in Figure 11.

Gan culture, which is synonymous with the culture of southern
Jiangxi, is renowned for its rich traditional arts, strong agricultural
traditions, abundant natural resources, and diverse ethnic
influences. Temple and garden landscapes associated with Gan
culture are primarily concentrated in the northern and central
parts of the region. This area has a historical legacy that dates

back to the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms period, with its
epicenter being the Zhanggong district. Over the centuries, as society
stabilized and the economy prospered, the flourishing of Neo-
Confucianism during the Song and Ming dynasties further
bolstered the construction of temple and garden landscapes.
Notable examples include Ciyun Temple and Guangxiao Temple.

Hui culture, originating in ancient Huizhou, which spans one
prefecture and six counties, is a combination of material and
spiritual civilization. One of its representative areas within Jiangxi is
Shangrao City. Temple and garden landscapes related to Hui culture
trace their origins back to the Eastern Han period. Zhang Daoling, the
founder of Taoism, once secluded himself at LonghuMountain in Guxi
County, andGeXuan also practicedDaoismonGeXian Peak in Yiyang
County. During the Song Dynasty, the ruling class greatly esteemed
Buddhist and Taoist cultures. The close economic interactions of Hui
merchants contributed to the flourishing of temple and garden
landscapes in the region. Notable examples include the Gexian
Temple in Lianshan County, the Puning Temple in Yushan County,
and the Nanyan Temple in Yiyang County.

Xunyang culture is primarily associated with Jiujiang City, and it
has a long and profound history. During the Wei, Jin, Northern and
SouthernDynasties period, the region of Jiujiang had a strong culture of
seclusion and philosophical thinking. Cultural exchanges were frequent,
attracting numerous tourists and recluses to gather in the picturesque
Lushan Mountain. This led to the establishment of temple and garden
landscapes such as Donglin Temple and Jiguan.

Yuzhang culture refers to the local culture of Nanchang City,
particularly the Qinghu District. Temple and garden landscapes
emerged during the Wei, Jin, and Northern and Southern Dynasties
period. Xu Xun, the founder of the Daoist Pure Brightness School, once
preached at Xiaoyao Mountain in the western suburbs of Nanchang.
During the Tang Dynasty, Taoist culture thrived, and interactions
among literati were intense. Temple and garden landscapes in the
Yuzhang region further prospered, mainly constructed in the
picturesque natural areas, particularly in mountainous regions, like
Nengren Temple and Dingkong Temple.

TABLE 6 Relationship between the number of monasteries and gardens andthe distance of the buffer zone of the road network in Jiangxi Province.

Jiangxi province prefectural cities Distance to buffer zone/km

0–0.5 0.5–1 1–1.5 1.5–2 2–2.5 2.5–3 >3

Ganzhou 373 226 152 80 47 42 404

Jiujiang 235 149 59 30 27 16 142

Shangrao 199 141 74 29 24 30 98

Pingxiang 183 97 52 32 16 18 20

Jian 121 61 30 28 10 9 80

Nanchang 260 49 16 5 0 0 1

Fuzhou 107 38 31 20 11 7 70

Yichun 56 36 26 7 7 6 31

Jingdezhen 62 24 8 2 0 2 12

Yingtan 20 6 8 2 4 2 30

Xinyu 7 3 3 2 2 0 0

FIGURE 11
Jiangxi Province regional cultural district.
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These regional cultures in Jiangxi have significantly contributed
to the development and uniqueness of temple and garden landscapes
in their respective areas. They have shaped not only the architectural
elements but also the cultural and spiritual essence of these sites.
This cultural diversity should be harnessed to promote tourism and
protect these valuable heritage sites.

4.2.4 Population factors
Population, as a replenishable resource, plays a significant role in

the distribution of temple and garden landscapes (Zhao et al., 2022). To
verify the relationship between modern population and the existing
temple and garden landscapes, data from the Jiangxi Provincial Bureau
of Statistics for the year 2022 were used to compare the population
numbers, population density, and the number of temple and garden
landscapes in various prefecture-level cities (Table 8). As shown in the
table, Ganzhou City has the highest population and the largest number
of temple and garden landscapes, with 1324 sites. However, the

population density is relatively low at only 228 people per square
kilometer. This is due to the large land area of Ganzhou City, which is
characterized by hilly and mountainous terrain, resulting in a less
concentrated population distribution.

Other cities with low population density include Jiujiang City and
Shangrao City, but they have a relatively higher number of temple and
garden landscapes. In contrast, Nanchang City has a high population
density, primarily characterized by flat plains, with a density of
895 people per square kilometer, but it has a relatively lower number
of temple and garden landscapes, only 331 in total. Similarly, cities with
high population density like Xinyu City, Yingtuan City, and Jingdezhen
City also have fewer temple and garden landscapes.

This data suggests that areas with a higher population density tend
to have fewer temple and garden landscapes, while regions with lower
population density have a greater abundance of these cultural and
religious sites. The distribution of temple and garden landscapes
appears to be inversely related to the population density, which may

TABLE 7 Economic and monastic garden quantitative RelationshipsinJiangxi province at the prefectural level in 2022.

Region Total GDP/billion RMB GDP growth rate/% No. of monasteries/pc

Ganzhou 4523.63 5.2 1324

Jiujiang 4026.60 4.3 658

Shangrao 3309.7 4.8 595

Pingxiang 1160.33 2.2 418

Jian 2750.33 5.1 339

Nanchang 7203.5 4.1 331

Fuzhou 1945.62 5.0 284

Yichun 3473.12 5.3 169

Jingdezhen 1192.19 4.7 110

Yingtan 1237.55 4.7 72

Xinyu 1252.15 4.8 17

TABLE 8 Population distribution and number of temple and garden landscapes in various cities of Jiangxi province.

Prefectural city Population (in 10,000) Population density (people/km2) Number of temple gardens/piece

Ganzhou 898 228 1324

Jiujiang 456 238 658

Shangrao 644 283 595

Pingxiang 181 472 418

Jian 443 175 339

Nanchang 644 895 331

Fuzhou 358 190 284

Yichun 497 266 169

Jingdezhen 162 307 110

Yingtan 116 325 72

Xinyu 120 379 17
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be influenced by factors such as urban development, land availability,
and cultural history.

4.2.5 History factors
The history and culture of religion in Jiangxi Province has played an

important role in the development of monastic gardens. With its
beautiful mountains and scenery, Jiangxi has traditionally been a
place of cultural prosperity, The region has a rich cultural heritage
(Leung, 2009). Jiangxi has traditionally played an important role in the
cultural spread of Buddhism and Taoism. During the Wei-Jin and
Northern and SouthernDynasties, Jiangxi became one of thefirst regions
to introduce Buddhism, and Buddhist temple gardens developed on this
basis; Taoist temples also came to prominence during this period, with
64 Taoist gardens in Jiangxi during the Wei-Jin and Northern and
Southern Dynasties. During the Wei, Jin and Northern Dynasties, there
were 64 Taoist gardens in Jiangxi. During the Sui and Tang dynasties,
Buddhism in Jiangxi flourished, with several sects co-existing, showing a
prosperous scene of ‘one flower and five leaves’. The number of Taoist
temples in Jiangxi developed further, and the number of verifiable Taoist
temples in Jiangxi reached 124 during the TangDynasty (Yuhang, 1994).
During the Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties, the development of
Buddhist and temple gardens in Jiangxi was relatively slow and the
number was less than in previous generations, but there was greater
progress in the art of gardening in the temple gardens. In recent times,
with the progress of social development, especially since the reform and
opening up in 1978, the Party’s religious policy has been further
improved, and coupled with the strengthening of Jiangxi’s religions in
their own construction and management of their places of activity, it has
led to the rapid development of various religious sites (Hesed, 2013), The
development of religious sites in Jiangxi has been rapid.

4.3 Exploration of key drivers

The distribution of monasteries and gardens in Jiangxi Province
is influenced by a combination of factors. Combining the
geographical characteristics and the actual situation of the study
area, a geographical probe can be used to summarise and summarise
the factors influencing the spatial distribution characteristics of
monasteries and gardens in Jiangxi. In this paper, five aspects,
namely GDP (X1), elevation (X2), slope (X3), water system (X4)
and road network (X5), are selected as indicator elements. With the
help of the natural breakpoint method in GIS, the elements were
divided into five categories, and then the data were substituted into
the geodetector to resolve the degree of influence of the factors, and
the structure is shown in Table 9.

The results show that the influence of each factor is ranked as road
network > elevation > slope >GDP > water system, which shows that
the natural environmental factors and socio-economic factors interact
to influence the spatial distribution of monastery gardens, among
these factors, the road network exerts the most significant influence,
followed by elevation, slope, and water systems.

5 Conclusions of the study

Taking 4,317 monasteries and gardens in prefecture-level cities of
Jiangxi Province as the research objects, the spatial distribution pattern
and the influencing factors were analysed through GIS technology and
methods, and the conclusions of the study are as follows:

Firstly, the distribution of Jiangxi’s monastery gardens is
spatially agglomerative, showing an overall spatial distribution
pattern of “overall dispersion and concentration in some areas”.

Secondly, the distribution of monasteries and gardens in Jiangxi
Province is uneven, with large differences in spatial distribution in
different areas and consistency in the distribution of the nuclear
density of monasteries and gardens and the distribution of
municipalities.

Third, there are positive autocorrelation characteristics in the
global spatial distribution of monasteries and gardens in Jiangxi
Province, and each prefecture-level city has obvious proximity
characteristics. At the same time, local autocorrelation analysis
shows that there is a significant spatial autocorrelation between
the spatial distribution of monasteries and gardens in each
prefecture-level city, forming a “high-high concentration” and a
“low-low concentration” trend.

Fourth, Temple gardens in various regions are affected by
geomorphological factors and are mostly concentrated in the
lower altitude range of 0–500 m and the gentle slope of 0°–30°.
Most of the distribution density of temple gardens in various
prefecture-level cities is within the buffer zone distance of the
road network within the range of 0–1.5 km.

Fifth, economic, cultural, demographic and historical factors
have affected the development of temple gardens. Areas with more
active economies have a denser number of temple gardens. Unique
regional culture affects the distribution of temples and gardens in
different regions. In places where the modern population is densely
distributed, there are fewer temples and gardens, while in places
where the population is less densely distributed, there are more
temples and gardens.

Sixth, Use geographical detectors to conduct single-factor
detection on GDP, elevation, slope, water system, and road
network. It shows that the greatest impact on the spatial
distribution of temple gardens in Jiangxi Province is the road
network, followed by elevation, slope, GDP, and water system.
Discussion.

6 Conclusion

This study can provide valuable insights for the exploration of
the unique tourism features of temple and garden landscapes in
Jiangxi Province, the preservation of their cultural heritage, and the
implementation of comprehensive protection and utilization efforts.

TABLE 9 Geographical detection of factors influencingthe spatial distribution
of monastic gardens in Jiangxi province.

Variables Detection factor q-value p-value

X1 GDP 0.4650 0.4645

X2 Elevation 0.5933 0.3908

X3 Slope 0.5386 0.4880

X4 Water system 0.1895 0.8715

X5 Road Network 0.7332 0.3926
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The topographical features and road network play significant roles
in influencing the distribution of temple and garden landscapes in
Jiangxi Province. In areas with complex topography like Ganzhou,
Ji’an, and Fuzhou, characterized by mountainous and hilly terrain
resulting in dispersed population and low population density, there
is a need to actively strengthen the construction of road networks
and supplement corresponding infrastructure. This will facilitate
increased interaction between people and temple and garden
landscapes, thus promoting tourism development. In areas with
relatively flat terrain, such as Nanchang, which have higher
population density, efforts should focus on promoting and
protecting temple and garden landscapes, enhancing commercial
development in their vicinity, attracting visitors, and encouraging
the use of digital and virtual reality tools to reconstruct the historical
changes in these landscapes. This approach will aid in the better
preservation of cultural heritage.

The presence of water systems is another vital factor influencing
the distribution of temple and garden landscapes. These landscapes
are predominantly found within 5 km of water systems. Therefore,
local authorities should prioritize the conservation of water
resources, emphasize environmental and ecological development
of water resources, and transform these resources into beautiful local
tourist attractions. An example is the Poyang Lake Nanshan Scenic
Area in Duchang County, Jiujiang City, where the picturesque lake
and its surroundings are rich in temple and garden resources, such
as the Nanshan Temple and Guanyin Pavilion. The government can
maximize the potential of these water resources to boost the tourism
industry around temple and garden landscapes.

Local authorities should assess the actual development of temple
and garden landscapes, leverage regional culture and tourism
resources, fully explore the cultural significance of these landscapes,
and focus on protecting prominent and historically rich temple and
garden sites. For instance, areas with a deep historical legacy like the
Lushan Scenic Area in Jiujiang City, known as a renowned tourist
destination and a hub for both Buddhist and Taoist culture, feature
prominent temples like Dalin Temple, Xilin Temple, and Donglin
Temple. Regions with a rich cultural heritage, such as Sanqingshan in
Shangrao City, offer picturesque landscapes and are significant in
Taoist culture, housing the well-known Sanqing Palace and Yuhuang
Palace. Local authorities should unlock the tourismpotential of temple
and garden landscapes, capitalize on regional cultural attributes,
encourage collaboration and cultural exchange between different
regions, and promote the development of the tourism industry
around these landscapes.

Local governments should also intensify their economic
development efforts and offer specific policies and funding support
for temple and garden landscapes. For instance, the Jiangxi Provincial
Forestry Bureau introduced the “Regulations on Scenic Spots” in 2021,
which provides legal guidelines for the protection of temple and
garden landscapes and other scenic areas. Relevant departments in
local governments should establish a comprehensive monitoring and
assessment system for temple and garden landscapes, conducting
regular evaluations of their protection status, ecological environment,
and cultural heritage. This proactive approach will help identify and
address issues in a timely manner. Governments should also actively
engage in research on temple and garden landscapes, delving into
their historical, cultural, and architectural characteristics, to provide a
scientific basis for preservation efforts.

While this study employed GIS analysis tools to qualitatively and
quantitatively analyze the spatial distribution patterns and
influencing factors of 4,317 temple and garden landscapes in
Jiangxi Province from both provincial and municipal
perspectives, it has certain limitations. The data sample used in
this study requires further expansion. The selection of temple and
garden landscapes was based on information screened by the State
Administration for Religious Affairs. In reality, there may be other
temple and garden landscapes in various municipal regions of
Jiangxi that have not been accounted for. Subsequent research
should involve practical fieldwork and the examination of local
historical records to ensure the study data’s rigor and completeness.
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